Smokeless S'mores
Build Your Own Pizza Box Solar Oven and EAT Solar S'mores

Fun Educational Workshop
For ages 8-14, but younger and older can enjoy the fun, too! Guided by Michael J.
Daley, author of AT HOME WITH THE SUN, and a renewable energy educator
with over 12 years experience presenting to young people.

Ideal For:
Schools
Libraries
Summer Camps
Workshops require about one hour. Each participant is given an oven kit that they can
keep. Includes demonstrations of solar models: windmill, music box, electric car, along
with a discussion of solar concepts. The fee is $200 per presentation plus expenses
within the state of Vermont and a 100 mile radius from Westminster, VT. Fees higher at
greater distance, negotiable depending on venue.

Schedule a visit today! Email mjdaley@sover.net
Please visit my website www.michaeljdaley.com for more details and info about my 100WattHouse program.

Teachers, Librarians, Environmental Advocates---Do You
Have This Book?
It is an excellent resource for kids, teachers, and home schoolers. It
introduces kids in grades 1-6 to solar energy with a logical text that
focuses on the proven domestic uses of solar energy for hot water, home
heating, and electricity. 10 hands-on activities using easy to find
materials, including Michael's signature PIZZA BOX SOLAR OVEN.
Dozens of clear, amusing drawings enhance the text which emphasizes
how solar energy is relevant to the readers life. Examples such as solar
powered calculators ground the concepts in everyday experience.
Descriptions return again and again to cozy houses, warm baths, and
solar electricity to run toys. Also places solar energy into historic and
multicultural perspective. Exclusively available from my website.
“We discover to our delight that learning doesn't have to be dull.” ---UTNE readers
“On target.” ---Claire Oglesby, Vermont Teacher of the Year
“It's obvious Michael knows what he's talking about and has used these activities with kids.” ---Marge Facklam,
author of over 30 science books for kids, including the BIG BUG BOOK.

